**Kona MinUte Child Seat Compatible Aftermarket Deck**

The Kona MinUte is compatible with the [Yepp Maxi EasyFit](http://shop.konaworld.com) and [XtraCycle](http://shop.konaworld.com) branded child seats courtesy of our new aftermarket Kona deck.

The aftermarket deck will retail on the Kona Webstore ([http://shop.konaworld.com](http://shop.konaworld.com)) for USD$60.00, and is also available for purchase through any Kona dealer. The decks will be in stock by June 15, 2012.

Our aftermarket MinUte deck features a stout, heavy duty design constructed from recycled #2 plastic in Minnesota, USA (see the process by clicking [here](http://shop.konaworld.com)). This deck uses the same frame mounting holes and fasteners as the OEM wood deck, and features two rows of additional mounting holes, which are used to attach the Yepp Maxi EasyFit and XtraCycle branded child seats. The deck has been designed to use the child seat in conjunction with both panniers.

**Step 1: Purchase the aftermarket Kona deck.**
Step 2: Purchase the EasyFit Carrier from either Yepp or XtraCycle.
Step 3: Mount the Kona deck to the bike frame, and attach the EasyFit Carrier anywhere along the length of the deck via the various mounting holes.
Step 4: Purchase the Yepp Maxi EasyFit or XtraCycle branded child seat, and follow mounting instructions.

To find a Yepp dealer near you, contact the Yepp distributor in your country, listed here. A map showing XtraCycle dealers in different parts of the world can be accessed from here.